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Some earlier works were titled with phrases found in poetry: the Syrian poet Adonis provided a
number of phrases that resonated. For ‘Dancing on the brim of chaos’ I sought out a new
source for titles. Initially, I experimented with cut-up techniques before moving on to a process
of redaction, using in this instance Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre, and Virginia Woolf ’s Orlando
and To the Lighthouse. The process was so absorbing that it became work in its own right as
well as a source of titles. It involved scanning pages of a text without any intent and allowing
random words to leap out at me, then redacting the rest of the text to see what emerged. The
words selected were random, but there was a level of mediation, an interest in particular
themes and ideas, which came through the choice of text.
Many of the words in the redactions formed phrases that ultimately loosely resembled haiku,
and these texts would later form the basis of the stitched pieces. Stitching became part of my
practice after an inspiring encounter with the Victorian amateur craftswoman Elizabeth Parker,
and her extraordinary sampler – now in the collection at the V&A. Parker was intensely
mistreated by her employers while working as a nursemaid, and felt great despair that had no
outlet in either public or private life; ultimately she was rendered mute by her experiences.
Stitching the sampler became her medium of self-expression: weaving worked when words
failed her. A friend allowed me to see a connection with Ovid’s story of Philomela. Philomela is
raped and has her power of speech taken from her, to silence her and protect the powerful men
around her, but she weaves a tapestry attesting to her experiences nevertheless. I wanted to
weave these themes together: of women telling unspoken, compelling stories with thread and
stitch, embroidery as a conduit of self-revelation and rebellion, and all through a medium
largely practised by women.
On white space, the limits of context and the suggestiveness of the void –
Figures are set against blank backdrops, removing any specific historical or social context. I
often avoid showing hair for the same reason, as it fixes the figure in a time and place. There are
no clues for identification, so the viewer is encouraged to think differently about the figure, to
focus on psychological depths rather than surface characteristics. I have tried different
backgrounds at various points, but with certain details added the work inevitably becomes
overly narrative-driven, which is not my intention; those experiments always get painted over.
Rather than tell a story, I want to plant questions in the viewer’s mind. The blank space also
emphasises the pictorial context: it nods to Clement Greenberg’s theories about medium
specificity and flatness whilst, at the same time – contra to Greenberg – populating that flat
space with pictorial illusion, the representational subject matter he insisted painting must
exclude in order to advance as a form.
On uncertainty and doubt –
Uncertainty is at the core of everything. Painting itself is precarious and unpredictable as a
practice, but as a feeling it goes deeper than that: it underlies my world view. The world seems
perpetually poised on the edge, with order threatening to collapse into disorder, and our
psychological identity – how we fit into the world – requiring constant recalibration. Perhaps
this is a good thing. Certainty implies closure, set boundaries, but uncertainty suggests endless
possibility.
On process –
There are some core ideas which are always a part of the work, but I often circle back and
approach those familiar concepts from a different angle. I also have a collection of favourite
images which I draw on to start a painting. This body of work came about through an
experimentation with collage and text which led me to ideas about fragmentation. There is
always the question ‘What if ?’ in my mind. Sometimes this experimental thinking goes
nowhere, or reaches an impasse, but this time it led me to play with fragments in an exploratory
way: a hand gesture in a Rubens painting; a gorgeously rich piece of fabric in a van Dyck; a
headdress from a medieval illuminated manuscript; a face from the internet; a leg from one of
my photographs; a wire frame construction from a CAD package. What if I stuck them all
together to make a pose similar to a St Sebastian image? And how can I extend the idea of
fragmentation physically as well as conceptually? I spend a lot of time thinking about how I can
best translate an idea and then when I start painting the theoretical gives way to the practical,
to the process of painting itself.

There is always something I didn’t anticipate that means changing course and reevaluating.
Recalibration is key, and solutions to pictorial problems emerge in doing. I use a grid system to
transfer an image to canvas and those little squares have gradually been incorporating
themselves into the central structures of the painting. For me, they emphasise the skeletal
structure of the painting but they also allude to the constructed nature of the pictorial object, as
well as referring to the digital external world. The painting is completed in layers, in a process
similar to traditional Renaissance painting. The work in this exhibition has a monochrome feel
although past work has layers of colour over grisaille. In this body of work, the paint layers
have been metaphorically ‘peeled back’, like flesh, to reveal the anatomy and structure of the
painting. Like the uncertain world around us, our identities fluctuate, some elements are more
formed, others less so.
- Rebecca Birrell

